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Abstract
Although the analysis and design of structures in static equilibrium can be
intuitively carried out using simple equilibrium-based methods such as graphic
statics, the application of these methods to engineering problems that take into
consideration specific material properties is generally limited. Within the
domain of reinforced concrete, existing geometric approaches for developing
stress fields and yield lines based on the theory of plasticity are especially use-
ful. However, these approaches usually rely on iterative constructions and are
generally limited to two-dimensional cases. By taking advantage of graphic
statics, this article introduces the theoretical basis for an entirely geometrical
method to generate discrete stress fields and yield line patterns in two- and
three-dimensional reinforced concrete structures. The proposed approach is
based on the use of reciprocal stress functions and the relationship between
form and force diagrams.
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1 | INTRODUCTION
1.1 | Objectives and contributions
This article describes the theoretical basis of a novel
geometry-based framework for the analysis and design
of discrete stress fields in reinforced concrete struc-
tures. The proposed method enables the direct
generation of two- and three-dimensional stress fields
in a continuum for specified applied loads, boundary
conditions, material strength and an input strut-and-
tie topology. Following a similar theoretical approach,
a geometry-based method for the analysis and design
of compatible yield line patterns in reinforced concrete
slabs is described, and observations are made with
respect to the internal and external work. In fact, it is
shown how the same fundamental geometric construc-
tions are at the core of both proposed methods. These
constructions underpin the definition of stress fields in
equilibrium, through the application of the lower
bound theorem of plasticity theory, as well as
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compatible yield line patterns through the application
of the upper bound theorem.
The proposed framework introduces a direct, visual
and intuitive analysis and design approach, which is uni-
fied for 2D and 3D cases. Moreover, given the inter-
connected relationship between the four reciprocal
objects of graphic statics—that is, a pair of form and force
diagrams and a corresponding pair of reciprocal stress
functions—the approach can be applied to any of these
objects since the others are then updated accordingly.1
The applicable cases are any type of 2D truss geometries
and polyhedral, plane-faced, 3D trusses. The resulting
force diagrams are Maxwell 2D reciprocals for the 2D
case—where form edges correspond to reciprocal perpen-
dicular force edges and form nodes to reciprocal closed
force polygons—and Rankine 3D reciprocals for the 3D
case—where form edges correspond to reciprocal perpen-
dicular force faces and form nodes to reciprocal closed
force polyhedra. Preliminary results of this research have
been presented in Konstantatou et al.2
1.2 | Outline
The remainder of this article is organized as follows. Sec-
tion 2 introduces the fundamental notions that are at the
base of the proposed unified geometrical framework for
the plastic design of reinforced concrete structures. More
specifically, Section 2.1 presents the concepts of form and
force diagrams and reciprocal stress functions within the
domain of graphic statics. Section 2.2 deals with current
approaches for the design of strut-and-tie models and
stress fields in reinforced concrete structures, while Sec-
tion 2.3 is a brief overview of yield line theory in
reinforced concrete slabs. Section 3 presents the proposed
geometrical framework for the generation of stress fields
and yield line patterns in reinforced concrete. In particu-
lar, in Section 3.1, the method for the generation of dis-
crete stress fields is described in a detailed step-by-step
manner. Section 3.2 applies the proposed framework to
yield line patterns. Furthermore, it discusses the
governing equations of internal and external work by
pointing out how these can be expressed geometrically
through polyhedral stress functions and the combination
of form and force diagrams (i.e., Minkowski Sum). Sec-
tion 4 presents several applications of the proposed
approach to common 2D discrete stress fields (Section 4.1)
and 2D yield line patterns (Section 4.4). Concerning the
stress fields, extensions are shown to the continuous
(Section 4.2) and the three-dimensional (Section 4.3)
cases. Lastly, Section 5 comprises the concluding remarks
and discussion on the applicability and advantages of the
proposed framework.
2 | FUNDAMENTAL NOTIONS
2.1 | Form diagrams, force diagrams, and
reciprocal stress functions
Established as an independent discipline for the analysis
and design of structures in static equilibrium in the 19th
century,3–6 graphic statics is grounded on the principle of
duality between reciprocal form and force diagrams.
Although it lost its popularity in the first half of the 20th
century, owing to the advancement of analytical mechan-
ics, graphic statics underwent a resurgence in the 21st
century thanks to the new developments in digital com-
puting and visualization. In recent years, several
approaches based on graphic statics have been proposed
to address various problems in structural engineering
and architectural design.7–12 Yet, the majority of these
implementations are built around iterative algorithms
that do not take full account of the characteristics of the
reciprocal higher dimensional stress functions, which
underlie form and force diagrams. It was only recently
that the fundamental role of stress functions was revealed
within the domain of graphic statics.13 In this context,
particularly relevant is the Airy stress function, which
was introduced by George Biddell Airy14 to describe the
inner stresses in two-dimensional continuous structures.
The stress function satisfies the governing equations for
equilibrium.15 It can be regarded as a 3D surface φ(x,y)
over the 2D xy-plane that contains the structure, and
which can be differentiated to give the following
quantities:
σxx =
∂2φ
∂y2
,σyy =
∂2φ
∂x2
,τxy = −
∂2φ
∂x∂y
ð1Þ
For any twice-differentiable 3D function, these sec-
ond derivatives—the local curvatures of the function—
define a 2D stress field which is necessarily in equilib-
rium in the absence of body forces. As a result, the Airy
stress function can be used for studying the static equilib-
rium of pin-jointed frameworks (i.e., trusses). In this case,
the surface φ(x,y) is not a continuously smooth surface
but a plane-faced polyhedral surface in which the curva-
ture is zero in the planar faces that are adjacent to each
polyhedral edge while the curvature change is concen-
trated along the edges. In fact, 2D trusses can be seen as
projections of 3D polyhedral Airy stress functions, in
which the bars of the 2D structures are the projections of
the polyhedral edges of the 3D stress function. The rela-
tion between Airy stress functions and equilibrium of
pin-jointed frameworks was already known by James
Clerk Maxwell, who refers to it in his articles on graphic
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FIGURE 1 (a) Mapping between a plane π1 containing a face f1 of P(v, e, f ) and a reciprocal vertex v01. This mapping is, in fact, a polar
transformation which transforms a plane π1 with equation z = Ax + By + C to a point v01 with coordinates (cA, cB, −C) and vice versa. This
transformation results in a pair of reciprocal polyhedra P, P0 where vertices v map to faces f0, edges e to edges e0 and vice versa. Projecting P,
P0 onto the plane results in a pair of 2D reciprocal diagrams F, F0. Following the geometrical correspondence between P and P0, every vertex
v of F corresponds to a closed force polygon f0 in F0—thus guaranteeing static equilibrium. (b) Faces fi in F (respectively P) map to reciprocal
vertices v0i in F0 (respectively P0); edges eij in F (respectively P) map to reciprocal edges e0ij in F0 (respectively P0). Following Maxwell's
constructions,5,16 reciprocal edges eij, e0ij are perpendicular to each other and the edge length of e0ij visually depicts the axial force of eij;
vertices vi in F (respectively P) map to reciprocal faces f0i in F0 (respectively P0). From the above dualities between reciprocal geometrical
elements, it can be seen that if two faces f1, f2 intersect in an edge e12 then their corresponding reciprocal vertices v01, v02 are connected by an
edge e012
1
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statics.5,16 The dihedral angle between two adjacent faces
in the 3D polyhedral Airy stress function readily defines
the internal axial force of the corresponding bar in the
2D structure. Additionally, the local convexity of the
function, which determines whether the edge of the poly-
hedron is convex or concave, defines if the corresponding
bar in the structure is respectively in compression or in
tension.
As shown in Figure 1a, given a 2D truss F in static
equilibrium, a force reciprocal F0 can be found using the
following geometric procedure.1 From the 2D truss F(v, e,
f )—where v are the vertices, e the edges and f the faces—
the corresponding polyhedral form Airy stress function P
(v, e, f ) is constructed by lifting up the vertices v of F to
the 3D space. Each plane πi containing a face fi of P is
then mapped to a reciprocal point v0i, via a polar transfor-
mation. The resulting points v0 can be then connected to
generate a reciprocal polyhedral force Airy stress func-
tion P0(v0, e0, f0) following the connectivity of the faces f of
P. That is, if two faces f1, f2 of P intersect in an edge e12
then their reciprocal vertices v01, v02 of P0 are connected
by an edge e012 in P0. The Airy stress function P0 can be
then projected down to the 2D space to generate the force
diagram F0(v0, e0, f0). Thanks to this construction, it is pos-
sible to generate a pair of reciprocal polyhedra P, P0 that
produces a pair of reciprocal form and force diagrams F,
F0 when projected onto the plane. These diagrams follow
the duality of P, P0 (Figure 1b) and thus form vertices
v map to force faces f0 while form edges e map to force
edges e0. Consequently, the static equilibrium of each
node of F is represented by a closed force polygon in F0.
At the same time, the axial stress of every edge in e is
visually depicted by the edge length of the reciprocal
edges e0. Likewise, 3D trusses in static equilibrium can be
regarded as projections of 4-polytopic 4D stress
functions,17 where a construction analogous to the one
described above can be used for finding the force recipro-
cals of polyhedral spatial trusses in static equilibrium.
For a more in-depth discussion on these reciprocal con-
structions in the context of contemporary graphic statics,
the reader is pointed to Konstantatou et al.1
As illustrated in Figure 2, a form and a force diagram
can be further combined to generate a Minkowski Sum, a
diagram that can be interpreted as a visual representation
of Maxwell's load path theorem17,18:
X
FTLT−
X
FCLC =
X
Pi:
!
ri
! ð2Þ
where
P
FTLT is the tension load path of the structure,
with FT and LT respectively the axial force and the length
of edge eT in tension;
P
FCLC is the compression load
path of the structure, with FC and LC respectively the
axial force and the length of edge eC in compression;P
Pi
!  ri! is the sum of the dot products of the external
force Pi
!
and the position vector ri
!
of Pi
!
, with respect to
an arbitrary origin.
2.2 | Strut-and-tie models and stress
fields in reinforced concrete structures
Strut-and-tie and stress field models are particularly use-
ful for visualizing the flow of internal forces and stresses
FIGURE 2 (a) Form diagram F(v, e, f ) of a 2D truss where the lengths L of the edges e represent the lengths of the bars of the truss. (b)
Reciprocal force diagram F0(v0, e0, f0) of F where the lengths F of the edges e0 represent the corresponding axial forces in the bars of the truss
(red-tension, blue-compression). The form and force diagrams F, F0 are represented in the Maxwell configuration and thus the pairs of
reciprocal edges e, e0 are perpendicular to each other. (c) Force faces f0 are scaled and vectorially added with their reciprocal form vertices v.
(d) Diagrams F, F0 can be scaled and combined in the form of a Minkowski SumMS(F, F0). This can be achieved by adding the closed force
polygons—triangles in this instance—to their reciprocal form vertex. As the areas of the rectangles of this hybrid diagram are proportional to
FL, the Minkowski Sum represents Maxwell's load path theorem visually17,18
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within structural elements. These engineering models
can be effectively used for the analysis and design of
reinforced concrete structures.19 They are directly related
to each other, as they rely on the lower bound theorem of
the theory of plasticity (Figure 3).
Around the turn of the 19th century, Ritter20 and
Mörsch21 introduced an innovative approach for the
analysis of reinforced concrete beams subjected to shear
and bending.22 According to their proposal, a loaded
reinforced concrete beam develops an internal load-
bearing system in the form of a truss, whose elements are
subjected to either tension or compression. This truss
analogy has been further refined by Rausch,23 Kupfer,24
Leonhardt,25 and Thürlimann et al.,26 among others.
Strut-and-tie models were introduced by Schlaich et al.27
as a generalization of the above truss analogy model,22 to
describe the mechanical behavior of those regions in
reinforced concrete structures with static and geometric
discontinuities. In this approach, strut-and-tie models in
reinforced concrete were derived with the help of elastic
stress trajectories, generated through Finite Element
Analysis.27,28 A different application of strut-and-tie
models in cracked reinforced concrete was then proposed
by Muttoni et al.19 based on the lower bound theorem of the
theory of plasticity.29–31 In the last decades, several compu-
tational frameworks have been presented to automate the
generation of strut-and-tie models, mostly based on topol-
ogy optimisation32–34 or finite element analysis.35,36
Stress field models can be used for the analysis and
design of reinforced concrete structures. As well as help-
ing to identify appropriate reinforcement configurations,
stress fields can be used to characterize the distribution
of stresses in concrete compression struts. Besides this,
they are especially suitable for the design of reinforced
concrete elements, the description of regions of disconti-
nuity and the morphology of concrete nodes.19,37 In the
last few years, various approaches for the automatic gen-
eration of 2D discrete and continuous stress fields have
been proposed.36,38–40 Moreover, a direct connection
between 2D discrete stress fields and the reciprocal form
and force diagrams of graphic statics has been
highlighted in several occasions.17–19 Nevertheless, no
FIGURE 3 (a) Strut-and-tie model of a reinforced concrete beam (red-tension, blue-compression, green-external force). (b) Discrete
stress field derived from the strut-and-tie model as shown in (a): compression stresses are resisted by concrete struts, while the longitudinal
reinforcement resists the tensile stresses. The strut-and-tie model can be considered as a synthetic representation of the stress field, in which
only the stress resultants are represented
FIGURE 4 Equivalence between the compatibility of a yield line mechanism (a) and the static equilibrium state of a self-stressed truss
(b). Both are projections of a polyhedral Airy stress function (c). Adapted from44
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direct mathematical procedure for the generation of dis-
crete and continuous stress fields that can also be gener-
alized to 3D has been introduced until now.
2.3 | Yield lines in reinforced concrete
slabs
Yield line theory makes it possible to assess the load
capacity of reinforced concrete slabs using the upper
bound theorem of plasticity. In a two-dimensional
reinforced concrete slab, a yield line pattern can be cre-
ated that generates rigid regions of concrete, which
define a compatible collapse mechanism. As suggested by
Moy,41 however, the evaluation of the compatibility of
the mechanism is not straight-forward. In line with the
“static geometric analogies” proposed by Calladine,42
Denton43 introduced a systematic procedure to address
this question. Following this approach, it is possible to
establish an analogy between a 2D yield line pattern and
a 2D truss, where the yield lines defining the mechanism
correspond to the bars of the truss. Based on this set-up,
the yield line pattern defines a compatible collapse mech-
anism if and only if the corresponding truss is self-
stressed, and it is in static equilibrium.43 This truss anal-
ogy suggests that the number of degrees of freedom
(DoF) of a yield line mechanism in a slab is equal to the
number of self-stress states in the corresponding truss. As
highlighted by Williams and McRobie,44 the truss anal-
ogy described above can be related to graphic statics via
the Airy stress function. In this regard, a yield line mech-
anism in a slab is compatible if and only if it is a projec-
tion of a plane-faced polyhedron (Figure 4). This
considering that its corresponding two-dimensional self-
stressed truss is necessary a projection of a polyhedral
stress function.
FIGURE 5 (a) External forces and reactions on a concrete wall for a simple case of a strut-and-tie model. (b, c) Corresponding pair of
reciprocal polyhedral Airy stress functions P(8, 12, 6), P0(6, 12, 8). The duality between vertices vi in P and faces f0i in P0 is highlighted. The
projection of P and P0 onto the plane results in a pair of reciprocal form F and force F0 diagrams. In particular, form nodes vi in F map to
closed force polygons f0i in F0 (d) hence guaranteeing static equilibrium
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3 | DIRECT GEOMETRICAL
APPROACH FOR GENERATING
STRESS FIELDS AND YIELD LINES
3.1 | Discrete stress fields
This section presents the proposed geometrical frame-
work for the generation of discrete stress fields in
reinforced concrete structures grounded on the use of
graphic statics' form and force diagrams and reciprocal
stress functions (Section 2.1). For a given topology of a
strut-and-tie network, a 2D discrete stress field within a
given boundary of material can be generated based on
the following approach:
• At first, the geometric input parameters are defined:
the topology of the 2D strut-and-tie network; the geo-
metric boundary constraints; the magnitude, direction
FIGURE 6 (a) Initial form diagram of the given strut-and-tie network (FIGURE 5a). (b) Corresponding initial force diagram. (c) Initial
Minkowski Sum as a generic discrete stress field. (d) Initial form Airy stress function. (e) Transformation of the Airy stress function in terms
of 1D scaling and parallel translation of the plane defining the top face. (f) Final form Airy stress function. (g) Corresponding final form
diagram. (h) Corresponding final force diagram. (i) Final Minkowski Sum as a generic discrete stress field which conforms to the given
geometric boundary, material strength, and external forces
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and points of application of the external forces
(Figure 5a).
• An initial 2D form diagram F(v, e, f ) is defined follow-
ing the same topology of the strut-and-tie network
(Figure 5e). The external forces in the initial strut-and-
tie network are replaced by an auxiliary sub-structure
to produce an overall equivalent self-stressed configu-
ration. It should be noted that this initial 2D form dia-
gram need not be in static equilibrium.
• The initial 2D form diagram (Figure 5e) is then lifted to
the third dimension to create its corresponding 3D poly-
hedral Airy stress function (Figure 5b). If the 2D form
diagram is not in static equilibrium, then it is not a pro-
jection of a plane-faced polyhedron.5 In this case, after
imposing the planarity of the faces in the polyhedral
Airy stress function, the position of the vertices will be
adjusted at the same time. Hence, the projected geome-
try of the 2D form diagram is also modified accordingly
to achieve static equilibrium. The geometry of the poly-
hedral Airy stress function provides the designer with
intuitive and visual information on the structural behav-
ior of the strut-and-tie model. Specifically, a strut in
compression corresponds to two adjacent faces forming
a ridge (locally convex) whereas a tensile tie corresponds
to adjacent faces forming a valley (locally concave).
• The polyhedral stress function P is then mapped via a
polar transformation to its reciprocal P0 (Figure 5c) as
explained in Section 2.1. The orthogonal projection of
this pair of reciprocal polyhedra onto the 2D plane
yield a pair of reciprocal form and force diagrams F, F0
in a Maxwell 2D configuration (Figure 5b,c,e,f). In fact,
to each vertex of the form diagram corresponds a face
(closed force polygon) in the force diagram
(Figure 5d).
• F, F0 (Figure 6a,b) are then combined into a 2D Min-
kowski Sum (Figure 6c), which is topologically
FIGURE 7 Transformation of the nodal geometry of the generic stress field (a) to accommodate for the presence of tensile
reinforcement in the final discrete stress field (b). This solution can be regarded as a starting point for further detailed design19
FIGURE 8 (a) 2D geometry of a simple case of a yield line pattern in terms of a form diagram F(6, 9, 5). (b) Corresponding polyhedral
Airy stress function P(6,9,5) representing visually the external work. (c) Combination of F and F0 as Minkowski sum representing visually
the internal work
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identical to a discrete stress field. In fact, the Min-
kowski Sum is an instance of a valid stress field with a
uniform hydrostatic stress-state. The Minkowski Sum
is compatible with the magnitudes and directions of
the given external forces (Figure 5a) while the applica-
tion points of the forces can be different from the ini-
tial input (Figure 6c).
• After applying specific constraint-based geometric
transformations to the polyhedral Airy stress function
related to the initial 2D form diagram, such as parallel
translations of the planes containing the polyhedral
faces (Figure 6d–f), the corresponding Minkowski Sum
can be manipulated whilst the form and force dia-
grams are updated (Figure 6g,h). These transforma-
tions aim to adjust the 2D Minkowski Sum in relation
to the specified material strength, which is reflected in
the width of the compression struts, and until it
matches the given geometric boundary (Figure 6i),
while retaining the magnitudes, directions and lines of
action of the external forces. These constraints require
that the dihedral angles between adjacent faces related
to the external forces remain unaltered during these
transformations. It should be highlighted that in the
typical but straightforward case of 2D strut-and-tie
models where the applied loads are vertical, the
allowed operations also include global affine transfor-
mations such as 1D scaling.
• To derive an appropriate stress field from the Min-
kowski Sum, the nodal geometry of this diagram
(Figure 7a) needs to be transformed to accommodate
for the presence of tensile reinforcement. In fact, under
the assumption that all the nodes of the stress field
have a hydrostatic state of stress, the proposed method
can be directly applied to compression-only cases
FIGURE 9 (a) External forces and reactions on a concrete wall for a case study of a strut-and-tie model. (b, c) Corresponding pair of
reciprocal polyhedral Airy stress functions P(6, 9, 5), P0(5, 9, 6) and their projections in terms of form and force diagrams F(6, 9, 5), F0(5, 9,
6) (f, g). Every face—closed force polygon—of the force diagram corresponds to a form node (e) hence guaranteeing static equilibrium.
(d) Resulting final discrete stress field
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(i.e., CCC nodes). Hence, the corresponding force dia-
gram has to be adjusted in those nodes in which con-
crete struts are equilibrated by reinforcement bars
(i.e., CCT and CTT nodes). In these cases, it is possible
to ensure appropriate anchorage of the reinforcement
after modifying the order of the edges in the force
polygons. After adjusting the nodal geometry
(Figure 7b), the Minkowski Sum becomes an accept-
able solution of a discrete stress field for the specified
applied loads, boundary conditions, material strength
and input strut-and-tie topology. This solution should
be regarded as a starting point for the further detailed
design of the reinforcement layout and the nodal
zones.19
3.2 | Yield line patterns
In analogy to the approach of generating discrete stress
fields explained in the previous section, it is also possible
to define yield line patterns using form and force dia-
grams and reciprocal stress functions (Section 2.1).
This geometrical method can be used to check for
compatibility of the mechanism while providing an intui-
tive and straightforward representation of the internal
and external work. The proposed method is grounded in
the following steps:
• The input parameters are initially defined: 2D geome-
try of the hinge lines of the proposed mechanism,
FIGURE 10 (a) External forces and reactions on a concrete wall for a case study of a strut-and-tie model. (b, c) Corresponding pair of
reciprocal polyhedral Airy stress functions P(8, 12, 6), P0(6, 12, 8) and their projections in terms of form and force diagrams F(8, 12, 6), F0(6,
12, 8) (f, g). Every face—closed force polygon—of the force diagram corresponds to a form node (e) hence guaranteeing static equilibrium.
(d) Resulting final discrete stress field
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which gives the underlying truss geometry F(v, e, f )
(Figure 8a).
• A check is performed to assess if a plane-faced polyhe-
dron is generated when F is lifted up one dimension to
create the corresponding polyhedral Airy stress func-
tion P(v, e, f ) (Figure 8b). If this is the case, F(v, e, f )
corresponds to a compatible yield line mechanism. If it
is not the case, the planarity of the faces of the Airy
stress function is imposed. The angles between adja-
cent faces of P(v, e, f ) are defined so that they are equal
to the rotational angles between adjacent rigid regions
of the mechanism in F(v, e, f ). The polyhedral Airy
stress function P0(v0, e0, f0) reciprocal to P(v, e, f ) is then
generated via a polar transformation. The projection of
P0(v0, e0, f0) onto the plane then generates F0(v0, e0, f0),
which represents a compatible mechanism.
• By combining F and F0, the related Minkowski Sum
diagram (Figure 8c) can be constructed. The areas of
the rectangular faces of this diagram are proportional
to the product of lengths of the yield lines and the
corresponding rotational angles.
Once multiplied by the plastic moment of resis-
tance per unit length, which is here assumed to be uni-
form, the areas of the rectangles in the Minkowski
Sum diagram gives a geometrical representation of the
internal work WI. In this representation (Figure 8c),
the blue rectangles denote the work of compressive
members enclosed from the red rectangles denoting
the work of tensile members at the boundary. WI is
expressed by Moy41 with Equation 3 and is the integral
over all yield lines, of the rotation angle θi multiplied
FIGURE 11 (a) External forces and reactions on a concrete wall for a case study of a strut-and-tie model. (b, c) Corresponding pair of
reciprocal polyhedral Airy stress functions P(16, 24, 10), P0(10, 24, 16) and their projections in terms of form and force diagrams F(16, 24,
10), F0(10, 24, 16) (f, g). Every face—closed force polygon—of the force diagram corresponds to a form node (e) hence guaranteeing static
equilibrium. (d) Resulting final discrete stress field
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by the total plastic moment of resistance Mi transverse
to the yield line.
The external work WE is expressed by Equation 4
41
and is the integral over all the rigid regions, of the load
qi applied on each element multiplied by its
corresponding displacement Δi. Thus, for a uniformly
distributed load q, WE is the volume of the polyhedral
Airy stress function multiplied by the q, where Δ is the
height of the stress function.
WI =
X
θi
ð
S
Mids
 
ð3Þ
WE =
X ð
A
qiΔidA
 
ð4Þ
Then the general expression of the work equation is:
X ð
A
qiΔidA
 
=
X
θi
ð
S
Mids
 
ð5Þ
over all the rigid regions and every yield line. That is, the
(weighted) volume of the Airy stress function is equated
with (weighted) surface areas of rectangular regions of
the Minkowski Sum.
Generally, concrete slabs have a 2-directional rein-
forcement which most commonly is perpendicular. The
equation of the plastic moment of resistance per unit
length Mn is then given by
41:
Mn=Msin
2θ0 + μMcos2θ0 ð5Þ
where μ denotes different resistance moments and θ0 the
angle of the yield line with respect to the direction of the rein-
forcement. If μ = 1 the reinforcement is isotropic andMn=M.
FIGURE 12 (a) External forces and reactions on a concrete wall for a case study of a strut-and-tie model. (b, c) Corresponding pair of
reciprocal polyhedral Airy stress functions P(14, 23, 11), P0(11, 23, 14) and their projections in terms of form and force diagrams F(14, 23,
11), F0(11, 23, 14) (f, g). Every face—closed force polygon—of the force diagram corresponds to a form node (e) hence guaranteeing static
equilibrium. (d) Resulting final discrete stress field
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In this case, the internal work is the same as the total surface
area of the Minkowski Sum multiplied by the scalar M. If
μ≠ 1 then for the geometrical analogy between the Min-
kowski Sum and the internal work to hold, the rectangles
should be scaled 1-dimensionally in the plane by a factor of
sin2θ 0 + μcos2θ0 and perpendicular to the yield lines.
4 | APPLICATIONS AND
EXTENSIONS
4.1 | Discrete stress fields in 2D
In the following examples, the geometric procedure described
in Section 3.1 is used to generate discrete stress fields in
reinforced concrete for various specified strut-and-tie topolo-
gies, geometric boundaries and applied loads (Figures 9–12).
For each case, a self-stressed form diagram equivalent to the
input strut-and-tie topology (Figures 9a, 10a, 11a, and 12a) is
created by replacing the external forces with an auxiliary
sub-structure (Figures 9f, 10f, 11f, and 12f). Then, the inter-
nal vertices of this initial form diagram are lifted to create a
plane-faced polyhedral Airy stress function (Figures 9b, 10b,
11b, and 12b). This is mapped to its reciprocal polyhedron
(Figures 9c, 10c, 11c, and 12c) which in turn is projected
orthogonally on the 2D plane to reveal the 2D force diagram
(Figures 9g, 10g, 11g, and 12g) each face—force polygon—of
which corresponds to a form node (Figures 9e, 10e, 11e, and
12e); thus guaranteeing global static equilibrium. To develop
a valid stress field which conforms to the given boundary
conditions, material strength, and external forces, the poly-
hedral Airy stress function is adjusted through basic geomet-
ric transformations. In this way, the final stress field
(Figures 9d, 10d, 11d, and 12d) can be adapted to the given
design requirements. This stress field can be used as a base
for further detailed design.
The same procedure applied above can be used for
the development of a valid stress field of a beam with
FIGURE 13 (a) Initial strut-and-tie network for a concrete beam with multiple concentrated loads. (b) Equivalent geometry of a self-
stressed truss F(20, 36, 18). (c) Reciprocal force diagram F0(18, 36, 20). (d) Polyhedral stress function of the force diagram P0(18, 36, 20).
(e) Polyhedral stress function of the form diagram P(20, 36, 18). (f) Resulting discrete stress field
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multiple concentrated loads (Figure 13). In this case, it
can be noticed that the initial simplified strut-and-tie net-
work (Figure 14a) has fewer vertices than the final strut-
and-tie network (Figure 14b) since some of the nodes of the
former become clusters of nodes in the latter. In fact, the
nodal axial forces in the initial strut-and-tie network are
FIGURE 14 (a) The nodal axial forces in the initial strut-and-tie network are concurrent. (b) On the contrary, in the case of the final
strut-and-tie network, the nodal axial forces are not concurrent due to the geometry of the node in the discrete stress field (c)
FIGURE 15 (a) Discrete Airy stress function for uniform hydrostatic stresses under concentrated loading. (b) Continuous Airy stress
function for nonuniform stresses under continuous loading. (e, f) Transformation of the stress field between concentrated and continuous
loading and corresponding changes in the force diagram for nonuniform stresses
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concurrent, while they are not concurrent in the final strut-
and-tie network generated through the proposed approach,
although they are in equilibrium. This discrepancy is
directly related to the geometry of the nodal elements in
the corresponding discrete stress field (Figure 14c).
4.2 | Continuous stress fields in 2D
Stress fields in reinforced concrete can be continuous with
the internal stress resultant nonperpendicular to the nodes
(Figure 15). It should be highlighted how the Airy stress
function behaves geometrically differently in the two cases
of discrete and continuous loading (Figure 15a,b). In the
case of discrete loading and uniform hydrostatic pressure,
the Airy stress function over the stress field comprises
plane-faced rectangles (Figure 15e). The change of slope
between adjacent geometrical elements gives the magni-
tude of the force resultants, and each rectangle represents
a uniaxial stress field in the beam. In the limit case of
continuous loading, a nonuniform biaxial stress distribu-
tion emerges. The biaxial nonuniform stress is translated
to gauche polygons (Figure 15f)—that is, skew polygons
whose vertices do not lie on the same plane5—and the sur-
face spanning them is curved. Any such surface is admissi-
ble, and it will correspond to a different biaxial state of
self-stress. Thus, the continuous limit introduces shear,
other than the axial forces of the discrete solution, with
the circular symmetric fan with no transverse stresses as a
particular case. In the general case of continuous loading,
the Airy stress function can be described as a surface
ϕ—rather than the polyhedral version P used in graphic
statics for trusses—for which the known Cauchy stress
components can be calculated.15
4.3 | Discrete stress fields in 3D
Three-dimensional stress fields can be easily gener-
ated by extending the approach described in
FIGURE 16 (a) A common 3D strut-and-tie model for a cubic concrete block. (b) Corresponding form diagram as a polyhedral spatial
truss. (c) Reciprocal Rankine 3D force diagram. (d) Resulting discrete 3D stress field derived from a spatial Minkowski Sum. (e) Polyhedral
form diagram, transformed into the 4-polytopic stress function by lifting its internal nodes to 4D
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Section 3.1 to the third dimension. As illustrated in
Figure 16, the form diagram (Figure 16b) of a 3D
strut-and-tie model within a given concrete block
(Figure 16a) can be lifted to 4D space to generate a
plane-faced 4-polytopic stress function (Figure 16e).
When projected back to 3D space, its reciprocal
4-polytopic stress function generates a Rankine 3D
reciprocal force diagram (Figure 16c). By combining
3D form and force diagrams, it is possible to obtain a
3D Minkowski Sum, which defines a uniform hydro-
static stress field in the boundary of the concrete
block (Figure 16d).
4.4 | Yield lines in 2D
The approach described in Section 3.2 is used here to pro-
duce yield lines for specific examples reported in the liter-
ature (Figure 17). The analogous truss configuration is
first identified for each example (Figure 17a). The polyhe-
dral Airy stress function can then be used to test the com-
patibility of the mechanism while offering a geometric
interpretation of the external work (Figure 17b). The
Minkowski Sum can be eventually constructed
(Figure 17c), while providing a geometric representation
of the internal work.
FIGURE 17 (a) Common
cases of yield line patterns.
(b) Corresponding polyhedral
Airy stress functions used for
checking the compatibility of the
mechanisms while providing a
visual interpretation of the
external work.
(c) Corresponding Minkowski
Sums giving an intuitive
representation of the
internal work
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5 | CONCLUSION
This article has highlighted the potential of graphic
statics and its associated geometrical constructions as
a design and analysis tool for the direct creation of
discrete 2D and 3D stress fields, and compatible yield
line mechanisms in reinforced concrete structures
(Figure 18). Through the proposed approach, it has
been shown how several important engineering prob-
lems related to reinforced concrete can be solved
using reciprocal polyhedral Airy stress functions. This
approach thus provides researchers and designers
with novel, visual and intuitive design and analysis
capabilities.
From a theoretical standpoint, it can be observed
that the same unified geometrical approach intro-
duced in this article can be employed to generate both
stress fields and yield lines in reinforced concrete,
although they are respectively based on the lower
bound and upper bound theorems of the theory of
plasticity. Notwithstanding their simplicity, the
methods described in this article are highly efficient
and competitive in comparison to more conventional
numerical approaches, in the sense that they are
visual, straightforward and can be conveniently
implemented and utilized for both analysis and
design.
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